
Enterprise HPC Challenges 

While all HPC systems face challenges in workload demand, 
workfl ow constraints, resource complexity, and system scale, 
enterprise HPC systems face more stringent challenges and 
expectations. Enterprise HPC systems must meet mission-
critical and priority HPC workload demands for commercial 
businesses, business-oriented research, and academic organiza-
tions. The Enterprise has requirements for dynamic scheduling, 
provisioning and management of multi-step/multi-application 
services across HPC, cloud, and big data environments. Their 
workloads directly impact revenue, product delivery, and 
organizational objectives. Enterprise HPC systems must process 
intensive simulation and data analysis more rapidly, accurately 
and cost-eff ectively to accelerate insights. By improving work-
fl ow and eliminating job delays and failures, the business can 
more effi  ciently leverage data to make data-driven decisions 
and achieve a competitive advantage. The Enterprise is also 
seeking to improve resource utilization and manage effi  ciency 
across multiple heterogeneous systems. User productivity must 
increase to speed the time to discovery, making it easier to 
access and use HPC resources and expand to other resources 
as workloads demand.

Enterprise-Ready HPC Management 

Moab® HPC Suite - Enterprise Edition accelerates insights by 
unifying data center resources, optimizing the analysis process, 
and guaranteeing services to the business. Moab 8.1 for HPC 
systems and HPC cloud continually meets enterprise priorities 
through increased productivity, automated workload uptime, 
and consistent SLAs. It uses the battle-tested and patented 
Moab intelligence engine to automatically balance the com-
plex, mission-critical workload priorities of enterprise HPC 
systems. Enterprise customers benefi t from a single integrated 
product that brings together key Enterprise HPC capabilities, 
implementation services, and 24/7 support. 

It is imperative to automate workload workfl ows to speed time 
to discovery. The following new use cases play a key role in 
improving overall system performance:
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Intelligent HPC Workload Management

n    Elastic Computing – unifi es data center resources by assisting  
 the business management resource expansion through burst- 
 ing to private/public clouds and other data center resources   
 utilizing OpenStack as a common platform

n    
Performance and Scale – optimizes the analysis process by 

 dramatically increasing TORQUE and Moab throughput and 
 scalability across the board 
       -  Tighter cooperation between Moab and Torque - harmoniz- 
   ing these key structures to reduce overhead and improve  
   communication between the HPC scheduler and the re  
   source manager(s) 
       -  More Parallelization  - increasing the decoupling of Moab  
   and TORQUE’s network communication so Moab is less   
   dependent on TORQUE’S responsiveness, resulting in a 2x  
   speed improvement and shortening the duration of the   
   average scheduling iteration in half
       -  Accounting Improvements – allowing toggling between   
   multiple modes of accounting with varying levels of   
   enforcement, providing greater fl exibility beyond strict 
   allocation options.  Additionally, new up-to-date account 
   ing balances provide real-time insights into usage tracking.

n    Viewpoint Admin Portal – guarantees services to the business  
 by allowing admins to simplify administrative reporting, work  
 load status tracking, and job resource viewing

Accelerate Insights 

Moab® HPC Suite – Enterprise Edition accelerates insights by 
increasing overall system, user and administrator productivity, 
achieving more accurate results that are delivered faster and at a 
lower cost from HPC resources. Moab provides the scalability, 90-99 
percent utilization, and simple job submission required to maximize 
productivity. This ultimately speeds the time to discovery, aiding 
the enterprise in achieving a competitive advantage due to its HPC 
system. Enterprise use cases and capabilities include the following:



n    OpenStack integration to off er virtual and physical resource   
 provisioning for IaaS and PaaS
n    Performance boost to achieve 3x improvement in overall 
 optimization performance
n    Advanced workfl ow data staging to enable improved cluster  
 utilization, multiple transfer methods, and new transfer types
n    Advanced power management with clock frequency control  

 and additional power state options, reducing energy costs by 
15-30 percent 
n    Workload-optimized allocation policies and provisioning to  
 get more results out of existing heterogeneous resources and  
 reduce costs, including topology-based allocation
n    Unify workload management across heterogeneous clusters  

 by managing them as one cluster, maximizing resource avail  
 ability and administration effi  ciency 
n    Optimized, intelligent scheduling packs workloads and back- 

  fi lls around priority jobs and reservations while balancing SLAs  
 to effi  ciently use all available resources
n    
Optimized scheduling and management of accelerators, both 
Intel Xeon Phi and GPGPUs, for jobs to maximize their utilization 
and eff ectiveness

n    Simplifi ed job submission and management with advanced  
 job arrays and templates
n    Showback or chargeback for pay-for-use so actual resource 
   usage is tracked with fl exible chargeback rates and reporting by  
 user, department, cost center, or cluster
n    
Multi-cluster grid capabilities manage and share workload 

across multiple remote clusters to meet growing workload 
demand or surges

Guarantee Services to the Business

Job and resource failures in enterprise HPC systems lead to 
delayed results, missed organizational opportunities, and missed 
objectives. Moab HPC Suite – Enterprise Edition intelligently 
automates workload and resource uptime in the HPC system to 
ensure that workloads complete successfully and reliably, avoid 
failures, and guarantee services are delivered to the business.

The Enterprise benefi ts from these features:
n    

Intelligent resource placement prevents job failures with   

 granular resource modeling, meeting workload requirements  
 and avoiding at-risk resources

n    
Auto-response to failures and events with confi gurable actions to  
 pre-failure conditions, amber alerts, or other metrics and monitors

n    Workload-aware future maintenance scheduling that helps main 
 tain a stable HPC system without disrupting workload productivity
n    

Real-world expertise for fast time-to-value and system uptime with  
 included implementation, training and 24/7 support remote 

 services

Auto SLA Enforcement

Moab® HPC Suite – Enterprise Edition uses the powerful Moab 
intelligence engine to optimally schedule and dynamically adjust 
workload to consistently meet service level agreements (SLAs), 
guarantees, or business priorities. This automatically ensures that 
the right workloads are completed at the optimal times, taking into 
account the complex number of using departments, priorities, and 
SLAs to be balanced. Moab provides the following benefi ts:

n    Usage accounting and budget enforcement that schedules re 
 sources and reports on usage in line with resource sharing agree- 
 ments and precise budgets (includes usage limits, usage reports,  
 auto budget management, and dynamic fair share policies)
n    

SLA and priority policies that make sure the highest priority work 
 loads are processed fi rst (includes Quality of Service and 

 hierarchical priority weighting)
n    Continuous plus future scheduling that ensures priorities and  
 guarantees are proactively met as conditions and workload 
 changes (i.e. future reservations, pre-emption)
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